
155. We do not believe Detective Sergeant Weir knowingly gave false evidence or
otherwise acted improperly in court. The outline in the photograph certainly
looks like a lens and we can accept that when the officer was sorting
photographs 'for presentation at trial he convinced himself that here was the
lens, although he had not actually seen it there at any stage. It first became
visible to him when he lifted the ice skate. From our examination of the
situation we are satisfied there are two possibilities by which the position of the
lens can be explained:

a) It ended up under the ice skate during the struggle. As already
mentioned, Stephen's bedroom was a small, confined space and various
items were wind milled around the room in the melee. With the disorder
created in the room there is no reason why the lens could not have ended
up beneath the skate. Indeed, David's blood stained gloves were found
under the bed and could not have fallen there. The area of the struggle
clearly included the place where the lens was found.· As shown in photo
99 after the jacket and suitcase have been uplifted and seized during the
scene examination, items were found which appeared to have blood on
them.266 These were a small plastic bag with a red self-sealing strip [not
Police exhibit bag] which is shown in the photograph with a police arrow
sticker used by the scene examiners to indicate blood,267white plastic
bottle exhibit SF583 recorded as having what appeared to be blood on the
base and also a drop on the top; and a clear plastic bag exhibit SF584
which had four small droplets of blood on the top of it. These exhibits
were not analysed by the ESR during the original investigation to confirm it
was blood, because at the time it was not considered relevant to the court
proceedings, and the exhibits were finally disposed of in 1996. There
were literally hundreds of blood spots in this scene and the police and
experts concentrated on patterns and those spots considered relevant to
the case. The finding ofthese items with what appears to be blood on
them under the suitcase and jacket tends to confirm the original
investigation's view the lens got under the ice skate during the struggle
and the suitcase and jacket slipped down over them. This could also
account for the lack of blood on the lens, when found, because from the
time it was under the ice skate boot it was protected. The blood on the
suitcase and jacket [not analysed] could have got on them when they
ended up in their final position, despite Mr Karam having said this is not
possible.268

Less likely, but still a possibility, is that the lens was pushed under the ice
skate boot [or further under] during the time of movement of items in the
room to facilitate the removal of Stephen's body. It is possible that up until
then it had lain among items on the floor but was out of the view of officers
inspecting the room and is not shown in photographs or video tape.
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156. Whatever the situation, as far as the discovery of the lens is concerned we find
nothing criminal, sinister or intentionally deceptive in the officer's actions.

157. We are satisfied there has been no impropriety over the finding of that item in
Stephen's room. Detective Constable Le Gros and Detective Constable
Thomson largely corroborate Mr Weir's account. We believe the lens got into
Stephen's bedroom during the assailant's struggle with Stephen and was found
there during the Police search of the room on the Thursday evening. This is
consistent with the documentation on the file and the planned systematic search
of the room when it finally commenced - which was not on Day One as claimed
by Mr Karam.

158. David claimed that the glasses in question did·not.belong to him and maintained
at his trial that they were his mother's old pair.269 He said he had previously
worn them while watching TV and attending lectures.270 He said they were
usually ke~t in his mother's room and he could not account for their presence in
his room.2 1 When found the spectacles were in a poor condition. The frames
were twisted and lopsided consistent with having been involved in the struggle
and there was considerable green verdigris in the lens retaining grooves and
possibly on the edges of the lenses. The Police were unable to establish the
origin of the spectacles. Mr Sanderson advised they had a man's frame but an
early photograph was found which shows Margaret wearing them. Mr
Sanderson said the lenses could have been originally prescribed for David [he
sent details of the prescription to the USA for an opinion] although they did not
cater precisely for his sight defects.272

159.At the meeting on 25 July 1997, Messrs Karam and Withnall expressed
concerns that at trial it was improperly put to David in cross-examination that the
spectacles were his. We do not consider that there was anything improper
about this aspect of the case.

160. In his book, Mr Karam seems to advance two theories about the glasses. One is
a clear accusation that Detective Sergeant Weir planted the left lens in
Stephen's room,273and the other is a suggestion that, before shooting himself,
Robin tampered with the right lens and frames in David's room.274

161. Another point arising from Mr Sanderson's view of David's visual limitations, is
that he could not have seen without glasses - from the distances claimed - such
th,ings as his mother's open e~es, the colour of Stephen's face and the trigger
lock on the floor of his room.2 5 The darkness would .have also affected his
vision. During the trial, David testified that his vision was adequate for moving
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around but that things were "blurry" beyond 30 cms.276

162. The finding of the lens in Stephen's room was an especially damaging item of
evidence against David and the reason for his wanting to distance himself from
the spectacles is obvious.

,)

163. Mr Karam has attributed to Detective Sergeant Weir a remark made by Justice
Williamson which seems intended to improperly suggest that the officer was
confused and uncertain over the position of the lens. In his book, Mr Karam
quotes Detective Sergeant Weir as saying in evidence "Right here your Honour.
I actually spoke to the Police photographer this morning. We believe one of the
photo books may have a better quality photo of the remainder. It is there. I was
looking in the wrong place?,,277 The words in italics were actually spoken by
Justice Williamson and not by Detective Sergeant Weir.278 This has been
confirmed by the Crown Prosecutor, Mr Wright.279

Comment to Optometrist to Ignore Dust on Spectacle Lens

164. Although not included in the book, there is another aspect concerning the
spectacles which has recently come to attention which should be raised here.
Itconcerns the left lens mentioned above, that is the one found in Stephen's
room. It is Mr Karam's contention that Detective Sergeant Weir's inconsistent
comments abouUhe state of the lens are highly suspicious and can be seen as
tampering with evidence.

165. The lens was delivered to Mr Sanderson for examination by Detective Sergeant
Weir in September 1994. On a subsequent visit by Weir, Mr Sanderson recalls
the officer saying that at the time the lens was discovered in Stephen's room it
was "covered in dust" [or words to that effect]. He then remarked "...we'll just
ignore that. .." [or words to that effect]. Mr Sanderson recalls that the lens was
handed to him in perfectly clean condition. Mr Sanderson casually mentioned
the remark at a dinner party in April 1997 and the next .day he was contacted on
behalf of Mr Karam and requested to swear an affidavit about the matter.280

166. Detective Sergeant Weir has been interviewed and cannot recall making any
comment to Mr Sanderson in the manner alleged. He is certain that there was
no significant dust on the lens when he found it and he cannot imagine how the
comment might have been made.281 The house was very dusty and staff wore
face masks, particularly in Stephen's room, to combat this. 282 It has been noted
the second lens found in David's room had dust on it.283 It is not known whether
this has any relevance to the comment made.
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167. Detective Constable Thomson (the Scene Exhibit Officer) has been seen and
cannot recall' if the lens had dust on it. Detective Constable Le Gros, who was
present when the lens was found has been interviewed and clearly remembers
there was no significant dust on the lens when it was found.284 There is no
written record that it did. Also, before the lens was given to Sanderson, it had
been to ESR for examination. Mr Hentschel cannot remember whether or not
the lens had dust on it. He has not recorded it did.

168. While we find the remarks attributed to Detective Sergeant Weir cannot be
satisfactorily explained, our investigation was unable to reach any conclusion on
whether or not there was dust on the lens when it was delivered to Mr
Sanderson. It would be surprising that Detective Sergeant Weir had made such
a comment if, as had been alleged, he improperly planted the lens in Stephen's
room.

169. In his book, Mr Karam takes issue with Police and Crown claims that David's
bloodied palmprint was located on the washing machine at 65 Every Street. He
maintains that statements made in court to that effect were untrue.

170. The bathroom/laundry area of the Bain home features prominently in the case
because undoubtedly blood stained garments were laundered before the Police
were called to the house. Investigators found blood stains on the washing
machine and in the wash basin and took the view that clothes had been washed
to get rid of any evidence on the garments. Someone had also washed himself
extensively to remove blood as evidenced by stains, including those on towels.

171. David said that when he returned home from the paper round he collected items
for washing from a clothes basket and placed them into the machine285 before
he was aware that anything was amiss and could have unwittingly put blood
stained garments into the wash.

172. Mr Karam seems to contend that the Police were incorrect to allege that David's
palmprint on the washing machine was made with a bloodied hand286or to imply
that David had knowingly put bloody garments through the wash.287 Mr Withnall
has complained about a failure to properly record and photograph the items in
the washing machine and the surrounding laundry area before items were
moved and rearranged.288 The clothing from the washing machine was hung out
on the clothes line to dry on the second day.289 This. was within a secure area
secured by scene guards. The clothes were videoed on the Iine290and when
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taken in later that day itemised and exhibited by the Scene Exhibits Officer.291

173. The matter of the palmprint being in blood was covered at the trial. Besides the
chemical testing, which Mr Guest questioned, at least one witness, Detective
Lodge, could visually see blood and testified that it was a bloodied handprint.292

Furthermore, the presence of blood was detected by the polilight.293 A sangur
test of a portion of the palmprint also proved positive for blood.294 Since the trial,
Mr Jones, the fingerprint officer who used the polilight, has established that it
does not react to bleach or soap powder of the brand found at the scene.29S

Contrary claims by Mr Karam are apparently based on Mr Jones' evidence at the
trial where heragreed with Mr Guest in cross examination that a reaction might
have been possible from those agents.296

174. We believe that bloodied clothes were laundered in the washing machine and
. that David's bloodied palmprint was located on that appliance and that those

facts were properly included in the evidence.

175. Another matter connected to the washing machine is the fact that when Police
officers entered the house at 0727 hours [entry]-0729 hours [downstairs] they
heard no noise from household appliances. This was seen as significant by the
original investigators in that David says when he returned home at or after 0640
hours that morning he put on the load of washing.297 He said that he set the
machine to the start of the 'red' cycle.29a This cycle is of approximately one hour
duration.299 On that basis, it was the Police contention that the washing
machine should still have been in operation when the officers entered the
premises.

176. Mr Karam suggests if the Police had properly checked out the workings of the
machine, and conducted tests on a weekday morning [rather than a weekend
Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning] they would have found that it is quite
conceivable that the cycle would have been completed by 0729 hours (the time
Arawa's body was located).30o He also makes the point that the officers' failure
to hear the washing machine in operation does not mean it was not
functioning.301 After all, he points out, they didn't hear the hum of the home
computer, an appliance which was switched on. There is a considerable
difference in noise levels between the "low level sound of a non-impulse,
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constant nature" of a computer302 and the vibrating sounds of a washing
machine in operation. Mr Karam also said Sergeant Stapp was trying too hard
when he said he could detect no smell normally associated with recently
laundered c1othes.303Sergeant Stapp has been interviewed about the remark
and stands by his comment.304 A check of Sergeant Stapp's evidence has
shown that this was not before the jury.

177. The matter of the washing machine was well canvassed before the jury. When
cross-examining Sergeant Stapp at the trial, Mr Guest said, ''The defence
accepts that {oU didn't hear the washing machine when you went into the
bathroom".30 When David was interviewed he said he had turned the knob to
the beginning of the red cycle and it takes "3/4 hour to an hour" to complete.306

At the trial under cross examination he said the setting was "placed after the
very very start of the super wash cycle", and confirmed that it was a full cycle for
the wash, and that it took 3/4 to an hour to complete.30? In his book Mr Karam
claimed David flicked the dial around to about 2 or 3 0'c1ock.308 We have been
unable to locate any reference to this anywhere. Mr Karam also claimed the
"shorter" cycle was not timed by the Police.309 In fact, time tests were carried
out by the Police and a washin~ machine expert and evidence of this was given
at the trial by Detective Lodge. 10 The expert also gave evidence.311 They
checked both the normal and special cycles. Both took about an hour. To be
precise, the normal cycle times which involved two tests were [a] 61 minutes, 11
seconds and [b] 59 minutes, 54 seconds. The special cycle took just over an
hour (between 61 minutes and 62 minutes).312 The switch on the washing
machine indicated the last completed wash had been for cold water on the
normal cycle.313 So, if David had got down to the laundry, loaded the machine
and commenced washing at about 0643 hours [the very earliest time on his own
estimations] the washing machine should still have been going when the Police
arrived. Officers were down in the laundry area when they discovered Arawa at
about 0729 hours.314

178. Mr Karam is critical of the washing machine timing tests and conclusions
reached by the Police. He believes the tests were conducted when water
pressure was IOW315and this would have slowed time taken to fill the machine.
He maintains a different result would have been achieved if the testing had been
done at an earlier hour when water pressure was at its greatest. It is not
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possible to re-do the tests because the washing machine was not retained [it
was old and not in good condition] but we have spoken to the serviceman who
did the tests and the officer who supervised him, Detective Lodge. Mr Preston,
the serviceman, who has been re-interviewed, said the Bain machine took 14-15
minutes to fill whereas he would expect a machine to usually fill in 5-7
minutes.316 He-suspected the longer time was due to corrosion in the pipes
between the washing machine and the street connection. He said the highest
water pressure would generally be at times when people were not using
showers, doing washing, etc, but reiterated that in the Bain case the filling time
may have been dictated by the state of the pipes rather than the pressure of the
water. He did not think there would be significant variation in filling at different
times on different days.

_179. We find that the evidence given in that connection was factual, fair and properly
collected and adduced in evidence.

Failure to Blood Test Robin's Clothing

180. According to Mr Karam, a major fault in the initial Police investigation was a
failure to identify the source of blood splatters on Robin Bain's clothing. In his
book, he writes: "Perhaps the most damning evidence against the proposition
that Robin had no involvement in the other murders and did not commit suicide
are the two 'smears' of blood on his left hand and the heavy staining of his sweat
shirt. ,,317 He criticises the Police for not having the blood analysed and tested for
blood grouping.318 He views this alleged failure as further evidence of sloppy
work and declares it was another blunder that led Police to the wrong conclusion
in the case. In the epilogue in the book, he writes: ''The police went to
incredible lengths to put together their case against David, yet they did not even
analyse the blood, the heavy blood staining, that was all over Robin. ,>319

181. When Robin's dead body was examined it was noted that there were numerous
blood splatters on his track pants and sweat shirt. Mr Karam contends that

. those stains could not have been Robin's own blood and asserts if they had
been tested they would have been shown to have come from other family
members when he shot them before taking his own life. In his book Mr Karam
writes: "I have no doubt that if the blood staining on Robin's clothing had been
analysed for blood grouping, it would have been found to be the blood of
deceased members of his family. The nature of these bloody stains on Robin's
attire and body is such that they could not have got there as a result of finding
the dead bodies. It could not have got there from his own wound in the process
of him being murdered". 320

182. Elsewhere in the book he goes further and says "The incredible fact is that none
of the blood itemised by Lodge on Robin Bain's hands or clothing was tested by
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the police for blood grouping. 321 He also makes the point that "If any of the
blood spots, smears or 'heavy staining' referred to-by Mark Lodge fie found on
Robin] had been analysed and found to have belonged to any other deceased
members of the family, then again, the case against David would have
collapsed. ,,322 Later he writes, "So, not only was the blood on Robin not tested
to ascertain its origin, but also no account was taken of the fact that much of it
could not have got there as a result of his own wound, and therefore it must
have got there as a result of some other action. ,,323

183. In fact, blood stains on Robin's trackpants were tested and identified during the
original investigation but it was done by way of representative sampling rather
than checking each individual blood mark. The tests conclusively established
that the samples were Robin's blood, of those amongst the Sain family.324 The
.blood on his upper garments was not specifically tested because in the opinion
of the ESR staff and also Dr Dempster it was obviously Robin's blood from the
head wound.325

184. We re-submitted the garments in question for re-testing and DNA analysis [there
have been significant advances in this field since the original investigation] and
have been advised that those further tests established all identifiable blood on
the garments could have come from Robin and none of it was Stephen's.326
This is referred to in more detail in the following paragraph. When told the
preliminary result on 25th July327Mr Withnall sought to pursue the issue by
saying we had not explained how the blood got on the garments.

185. The result of the ESR examinations of Robin's clothing conducted at our request
were as follows:328

• On the trackpants nine areas of bloodstaining were sampled. Some of
these areas contained multiple spots or stains of blood. Of the spots and
stains analysed, twenty three could have come from Robin Sain alone; two
stains produced partial STR profiles that could have come from Robin or
David Sain, however, other blood, stains in the pattern could have come
from Robin Sain only; one stain produced apartialSTRprofile that could
have come from Laniet, Robin or David Sain, however, other samples from
this pattern could only have come from Robin Sain and one could have
come from Robin or David Sain; the presence of human DNA only was
confirmed in one further sample and no results were obtained from one
sample.
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• On the edge of the green woollen hat was blood which could have come
from Robin Bain. Other samples on the hat could have come from Robin
or David Bain.

• On the dark blue sweatshirt, from which seven samples of bloodstaining
were analysed, six of these could only have come from Robin Bain
amongst the Bain family. No results were obtained from the other
sample.

• On the brown jersey, human DNA was confirmed in a sample from the
front hem.

• Blood analysed from the short sleeved shirt could have comeJrom Robin
Bain.

186. At the request of Messrs Karam and With nail, Robin's garments [together with
other items] were delivered to the Victoria Forensic Science Centre, Melbourne,
Victoria on 6 August 1997 for private and independent examination at their
expense.329 We are unaware of the results of those tests.

187. The adequacy of testing only representative samples in the first place has been
examined. It was the view of the experts performing tests of representative
samples that it was obvious all blood had come from the same source.330 They
deduced this from the shape, location and pattern of the spots and they were
satisfied none of the blood could have come from another person. We find no
fault with the initial decision to test only representative samples.

188. Another matter concerning Mr Karam's claims about Robin's clothing came to
light in the course of the review. In TV interviews on 23 June 1997, Mr Karam
declared there was blood on Robin's shoes and produced what appeared to be
an ESR document which purported to confirm that point. In fact, the report
stated that when examined using a 1000wlamp, no blood was seen on the
uppers or the soles of Robin's shoes. When the shoes were then treated with
luminol [which can show a reaction to various other agents] there was no
reaction on the soles but a very faint reaction was detected on the uppers by the
eyelets.331 Mr Hentschel stated that the reaction was so faint that he would not
be prepared to say it was blood, because it is also possible for material from the
eyelets to have migrated to that area and produce that reaction.332

.
189. We find the procedures observed in submitting garments for testing and analysis

to have been proper and professional and we have no difficulty in accepting the
expert opinion set out in the above paragraph, and that none of the blood was
Stephen's.

190. Before leaving this aspect of the matter there is a further point that should be
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made. In his book, Mr Karam comments on the summing up of Justice
Williamson where His Honour, talking about Robin as the possible killer, says "If
he had been the wearer of blood stained clothing and was intent on suicide, why
would he have bothered to change his clothes and be in completely blood-free
clothes when he shot himself?,,33 Mr Karam says this is "down right untrue" and
su~gests to readers they look at the photographs of the clothes Robin was found
in. 34 Those photographs, however, depict Robin after he was shot and the
blood, according to the evidence given at the trial and subsequently confirmed
by this inquiry, is from his own wounds. Justice Williamson, therefore, was not
wrong when he said Robin would have been completely in blood-free clothing at
the time he was shot.

191. Besides the blood on Robin being from his own wound, it is alsosigrlificant that
it was David, not Robin, who had blood on him from Stephen. It was known at
the trial blood in the crotch of his shorts was Stephen's, but now it seems most
likely that blood smears on the T-shirt worn by David when the Police arrived,
also came from Stephen.335 Of the five samples of bloodstaining tested, ESR
advise three could have come from Stephen Bain, and not from other members
of his family. These sampleswere from the front left side, the mid point of the
back near the hem and the upper left back. It could not be established from
whom the remaining samples from the bottom of the front of the sweatshirt and
the lower part of the back came from.336 Blood from this shirt could not be
grouped back in 1994.337

Failure to Identify Blood on Robin's Hands

192. In addition to blood on Robin's clothing, there was a blood spot on the nail of his
left index finger. It was not preserved but is visible in photographs.338 Mr
Karam contends that this was not Robin's blood, but Dr Dempster has no doubt
it would have splattered from Robin's head wound when he was shot and he is
supported in this by Dr Thomson [independently consulted].339 The point was
thoroughly canvassed during the trial.

193. Mr Karam further claims two smears of blood on Robin's left hand, one at the
base of the thumb and the other on his left little finger, as well as the heavy
staining on his sweatshirt [now identified as Robin's] represented a fatal flaw in
the Police proposition that Robin had not committed the murders and then shot
himself. He was emphatic that the blood was from the victims and the Police
wpuld have discovered that fact if the case had been investigated properll40.
Officers who viewed blood at the base of Robin's thumb and little finger have
been interviewed and describe the amount of blood as being" a very thin
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smear,,,341"particularly insignificant, very small and minute.,,342 Swabs were
taken from the outside edge of Robin's left little finger and from the base of his
thumb343 but they were not examined in detail by the ESR as there was an
insufficient amount for grouping.344 [This would confirm there was not a lot of
blood]. Mr Karam infers the blood was not tested through some failure by the
Police,345but the fact is there was insufficient blood for that purpose - not that
testing was overlooked or neglected. The minute blood on the left index finger
nail was not swabbed. It is thought to be from Robin's wound. [There is no
photographic record of the blood on the thumb or little finger.]346

194. There being such little blood on Robin's hands seriously detracts from the theory
he committed suicide after killing his wife and children. If he had gripped the
rifle to shoot himself, it is to be expected that blood would have splattered on at
least one of his hands. The hand that gripped the rifle [silencer] would also have
more blood on it, not a small amount as described. It is also to be expected that
blood from the other victims would have splattered on and about his hands if he
had killed them. The Officer in Charge of Victims reported that Robin's hands
were dirty around his fingernails and the creases of his hands and did not give

~ the appearance of having been recently washed.347 The slide taken from
Robin's hands and examined by the ESR gave a result of 'mainly dirt,.348 These
points are inconsistent with Mr Karam's theory that Robin Bain washed his
hands after killing his family, before killing himself.349

195. As with blood on his clothing, Mr Karam also maintains that blood on Robin's
hand would not have been his. In his book he writes: "So not only was the
blood on Robin not tested to ascertain its origin, but also no account was taken
of the fact that much of it could not have got there as a result of his own wound,
and therefore it must have got there as a result ofsome other action. ,1350

196. We find that action taken and conclusions reached were adequate, proper and
professional.

197. Further on thispoint, MrWithnall contends inadequate attention was given to
blood found in scrapings taken from beneath Robin's fingernails.351 ESR case
notes reveal fingernail scrapings from Robin were examined by Mr Hentschel.
He found "apart from dirt and possible traces of blood nothing was located in the
fingernail scrapings. . If blood present not there in large quantity for grouping. ,1352

As mentioned elsewhere, Police did not have possession of ESR case notes .
.
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As it transpires, it was not confirmed that there was blood under Robin's
fingernails.

Failure to Recognise that Robin's Head Had Been Moved

198. Mr Karam sees some importance in the position of Robin's head as he lay dead
on the floor and he is critical of the Police for not establishing the head had been
moved after death. In his book he writes: "They [the jury] heard nothing about
the obvious fact that Robin Bain's head had been moved after his death,
providing the strongest possible corroboration of David's account that he found
his father dead, and so throwing grave doubt on the Crown 'no suicide' theory as
it relates to the position of the rifle and the body. ,.353

199. Mr Karam suggests that the blood on the forehead could not have got there if he
had fallen into that position. He suggests someone moved Robin's head after
he was shot and before photographs were taken. To this end, he points to blood
tracks on Robin's head, blood which he claims seems to have run uphill and the
other which seems to have no point of origin.

200. Photograph No 23 showing the so-called "up hill" track, is misleading because of
the angle the photograph is taken.354 When all other photographs are viewed
together with the video tape it is clear Robin is inclined against the bean bag
with his head angled slightly to the right.355 This provides a natural course for
the blood to flow across his forehead onto the floor. The track which appears to
have no origin is explained both by Dr Dempster and independently by Dr
Thomson as being blood which had entered the left eye socketfrom the first
splatters and which has been propelled out in a short stream when he hit the
floor. That small stream of blood then landed on Robin's forehead where it
remained with no discernible beginning or ending. In support of this there were
faint traces of blood passing over the left upper eyelid leading towards the
original injury.356 It is Dr Thomson's experience that the presence of eye
secretions pooling in the eye sockets may reduce the adhesion of blood in this
location. It is also his opinion that subsequent rotation of the head may have
drained out the blood.

201. We have been unable to determine with certainty whether or not Robin's head
was moved after he was shot. There is certainly no "obvious fact" it was. It
could have been but equally he may have remained where he fell. There is
nothing to indicate his body Was moved which would affect the no suicide theory.
The two spots of blood on the floor [referred to as on, the left by Mr Karam]357 to
the right side of his head could have resulted from the fall and bleeding where
he initially lay. If he fell partly on the bean bag, it may have depressed under
his weight causing him to slide off into the position in which he was found.358
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One option considered by the Police during the o~iginal investigation was that
Robin's body may have been moved to make it look like suicide.359 If so, this
could account for the smudge of blood on his left tracksuit leg [which could be
Robin's blood and could not have come from any other member of the family]36o
and smudges on his left hand. While it is not possible to positively conclude
whether Robin's head was moved or not, Dr Dempster and Dr Thomson believe
that the blood on the floor is' consistent with the head having fallen into that
position or arriving there shortly after.

202. Mr Karam has also raised the issue of a smudge of blood on the right side of
Robin's forehead as shown in the mortuary photographs.361 This is not shown in
the photographs or video taken at the scene and appears to have occurred
when the body was moved to the mortuary in a plastic body bag. It can be
discounted as blood from any of the other deceased persons.

203. We find there is no evidence that Robin's head was moved after death. It is
possible David could have shifted his father at some point but he alone would
know the extent and the reason for doing so. He did not tell the Police he had
moved the body and neither did he say so in his evidence at the trial.

Failure to Fingerprint the Computer Keyboard

204. This is another matter where Mr Karam believes Police were guilty of negligence
or ineptitude which impacted to the disadvantage of David Bain. He is critical of
the Police for not earlier fingerprinting the actual keys struck by the offender
when typing the message or switching on the machine and implies that an
incompetent officer was engaged in this aspect of the case. 36 He has also said
the Police should not have allowed Mr Cox to use the keys before they had been
checked for fingerprints.

205. Consideration was given to specifically fingerprinting the keys prior to Mr Cox
working on the machine but it was felt that preserving the message on the
computer screen was a more immediate priority and it was recognised that any
pressure on the keys might lose it.363Also, the state of the keys did not appear
particularly conducive to holding impressions. The keyboard was later
examined for fingerprints by Senior Fingerprint Technician Jones. He first made
an unsuccessful examination for blood prints and then made a visual search for
fingerprints in the dirt build up on the keyboard. No impressions were
detected.364 [The Chief Fingerprint Officer at Police National Headquarters
confirms that computer keys are notoriously difficult to develop prints on].365 As
it was, both Detective Sergeant Anderson and Mr Cox wore rubber gloves while
working with the computer to limit any contamination of the keys or other parts,
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and Mr Cox was the only person to actually touch the keys.366 For fear that an
electricity overload could cause loss of the message on the screen, instructions
were given by Detective Sergeant Weir that the house supply was not to be
used by other staff while Mr Cox worked on retaining the message and
determining when it had been typed. A generator was brought in to provide
power needed for lighting purposes.367 Finally, as regards this aspect, it should
not be overlooked that both David and Robin used the computer so it would
have been open to argument that any fingerprints found on it would not
necessarily have been associated with typing the note.

206. Connected with the computer is the matter of an unidentified fingerprint located
near the switch. Mr Karam suggests that this was an important clue that was
left unresolved by the Police and implies that officers were inept in not identifying
the person who made the impression and either implicating them in the crimes
or clearing them from suspicion.368 While that may be a worthy objective, the
fact remains that the fingerprint, like many others in criminal investigations
throughout the world, has not been identified despite all efforts. Needless to
say, it is not that of a member of the Bain family or of an~one recorded in the
national criminal index. Noris it that of Nicholas Greet. 69

207. As regards the competence of Mr Jones, it is noted he is highly regarded as a
fingerprint expert. He has a scientific background with a New Zealand
Certificate in science and has had previous laboratory experience.37o He is very
experienced in crime scene searching, has considerable expertise in fingerprint
identification and is proficient with use of the polilight and other modern
techniques. He works out of the Christchurch Crime Print Section which is
considered one of the most advanced in the country.

208. We find that proper and appropriate endeavour was given to that aspect of the
investigation. The related claim of ineptitude by failing to identify a fingerprint
located near the switch is rejected.

209. A major theme in Mr Karam's book is the fact that the prosecution established
no motive for David to have killed members of his family.371 He contends that
the Police acted prematurely in arresting David and became subjective in the
way they dealt with evidence.372 In effect he declares as unbelievable that a
young man should have callously murdered his parents and his brother and
sisters without any apparent reason. He implies that if the Police wished to
bring a case against David it was up to them to put forward a motive which could
have been examined and debated .
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